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The Growing Role of Media in Managing Security Crises

Vassilis (Bill) Kappis
What Role for Media in Security Crises?

Introduction: Security crises and the potential role of media

 According to Vasquez, 

assumption here is that suspicion and threat perceptions are enhanced during 

conditions become ripe for the onset of hostilities. Political scientists have not 

1. Policymakers perceive that the action, or threatened action, of another 

international actor seriously impairs concrete national interests, the 

2. Policymakers perceive that any actions on their part designed to counter 

3. Policymakers perceive themselves to be acting under time constraints.

ambiguous, or unanticipated circumstances. If one or more of these conditions 

of psychological predispositions of decision makers. Conditions characterized 

by stress: 

increase cognitive rigidity, reduce the ability to make subtle distinctions, 

predispositions, prior images, and historical analogies rather than by a more 

balanced assessment of the evidence (Levy and Thompson, 2010, 156). 

In a nutshell, theory suggests that: 

1. 
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2.  crisis decision-making is particularly vulnerable to misperception, and 

Possessing accurate perceptions, therefore, during a tense crisis can be 

regarding the potential for rational thinking that could lead to de-escalation. 

There is an undeniable role for the media in this delicate process. 

intelligence from state services and allies plays a crucial role in reaching 

decisions, the impact of electronic and social media in shaping leadership 

perceptions is increasingly hard to ignore. The fact that governments have 

access to “accurate” intelligence should mitigate, in principle, the danger of 

inaccurate media information. Intelligence, after all, may be inconclusive, or 

the “other” engineered by the media. Moreover, public opinion may have an 

indirect impact on the country’s political and even military leadership. 

images and beliefs. There is an extensive literature on misperception arising 

from organizational, historical, and even cultural factors. Confronted by the 

because signals, although received, had been either ignored or erroneously 

interpreted. 

misperceptions. International relations theory posits that there are instances 

to tackle, respectively, before they ceased to exist or became irreversible. 
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Ultimately, accurate, unbiased information does not eliminate completely 

uncertainty over the motivations and capabilities of the “other,” rendering 

may be. 

Before the Cold War ended, technological innovations and the vision of Ted 

largely unnoticed by scholars of international politics until the First Gulf War 

many years before CNN came to American homes, the psychological impact 

The 

According to former Secretary of State James Baker III: “In Iraq, Bosnia, 

and technological advancements led a number of scholars to the conclusion 
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that global media radically changed international politics, by “democratizing” 

to be indirect (since it is channeled through public opinion), and potentially 

exaggerated. According to Anthony Lake, Bill Clinton’s national security 

advisor, public pressure stemming from televised images had an impact on 

of course, exceptions to this rule. According to the “indexing hypothesis,” 

of policymakers for a long time. Similarly, the neo-Marxist “manufacturing 
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about the impact of their actions, and more crucially, “forcing” them to act in 

States, to start thinking about the impact of the media during crises. But in a 

“arsenal.”

service members. More than 120 members of the Delta Force, Army Rangers, 

the United Nations humanitarian mission in the country. The images of 

, has become the name most associated 

a similar rationale, asserting that the station broadcast Serb propaganda, 

The 

Guardian

and the disruption of RTS coverage did not appear to alter public opinion 

for American and allied forces. 

The 2000s: The Global War on Terror and the “freedom agenda”
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the terror and outrage to a much larger audience can the terrorists gain the 

maximum potential leverage” ( , November 11, 2015). Groups 

developed an appreciation of the psychological impact engendered by media 

The 

Guardian

perform a strike on live television?

axis of evil countries (Iran, Iraq, and North Korea) by the Bush administration 

communication strategy in its security policy. While containment during the 

also raised major concerns. Indeed, scholars and analysts concur that 

misperceptions during that time led to erroneous estimates (Kull, Ramsay 

mistaken assumptions about public sentiment in targeted countries, and 

the “silencing” of voices casting doubt on the magnitude and imminence of 

only a handful of media outlets scrutinized properly the dominant narrative 

emanating from the neo-conservatives and their European allies. 

and culminating in the Global War on Terror and the 2003 Iraq military 

intervention, took place against the backdrop of a unipolar international 
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of technological and organizational developments in the global media sphere. 

While exporting liberal democracy by force had proven to be an unviable 

hijacking the legitimate political process in those countries. According to a 

Russian commentator, “the US Ambassador Richard Miles … managed to do 

his job both in Belgrade and in Georgia” (Netreba, 2004). A chain reaction 

possibly Armenia” (Rossiyskaya Gazeta, December 1, 2004). Western media 

the country’s political history since it gained its independence from the Soviet 

support of pro-Western presidential candidate Viktor Yushchenko, Ukraine 

media coverage of protests and clashes in Kiev, led Ukrainian authorities to 
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aspired to join eventually as a full member (The Independent, January 24, 2005; 

The Washington Post, September 4, 2014).  

the status of the Sevastopol naval base and the Black Sea Fleet anchored there, 

The Russians also felt that the Western propaganda campaign had turned 

their Ukrainian “brothers” against them. 

incapable of dominating the media discourse. In 2003, the Rose Revolution 

of Georgia (CUG) party to force a fraudulent election result (Cooley and 
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Georgian control over the secessionist provinces of Abkhazia and South 

borders of these regions facilitated illicit trade and exacerbated asymmetrical 

threats, compromising the nation’s security. 

West. Within a couple of years, Georgian public opinion had endorsed the 

accord Tbilisi a Membership Action Plan, the Council1

indicative of the importance of the issue. The Russians felt, once again, 

madman could have taken such a gamble. Did he [Saakashvili] believe Russia 

Tskhinvali, murdering hundreds of peaceful civilians, most of them Russian 

citizens?” (

had given a memorable speech during the Munich Security Conference, in 

1
and comprises high-level representatives of each member country. 
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Georgian forces out, opening a second front in the country’s other separatist 

heavy bombing by the Russian air force. At the same time, more than 100,000 

President Nikolas Sarkozy. 

security crises
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threatening Russia’s closest ally in the region: the Assad regime. In the run-

demonstrate that it had learned some valuable lessons from past encounters, 

to accede to Euro-Atlantic institutions. 

spotlight, as it constituted a highly successful, and for this reason, alarming 

annexation began as a covert military operation, combining a disinformation 

government buildings and a full invasion of the peninsula taking place 

analysts, the artful use of mainstream and social media for propaganda and 

caught everyone by surprise (The Washington Post NBC 

News, February 20, 2015). 

of combat, characterized by seamless integration of conventional and 

irregular operations, “sponsorship of political protests, economic coercion 

and a robust information campaign” (Kofman and Rojansky, 2015). The 

that undermined the Ukrainian authorities, using a multitude of arguments 

promoted, depicting the government in Kiev as the aggressor, and labelling 

speaking audiences for historical reasons.  During the Crimean crisis, Russia 
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strategic (containment), level. At the tactical level, the requirements are far 

In recent years, the communication domain has become a central pillar 

Communications Centre of Excellence in Riga and the EU anti-propaganda 

unit, aimed at countering Russian narratives that could render Western 

nations vulnerable to political manipulation by the Kremlin. Moreover, the 

disposition of the Russian army to combine regular and irregular forces in its 

doctrine led the West to adapt its military posture accordingly. Countries such 

in Europe (BBC, May 14, 2015). 

undoubtedly a demanding task. We can already see governments mobilizing 

to ensure that reliable intelligence and impartial coverage exist in the broad, 

but gradually integrated, spectrum of military and civilian information 

development, since the credibility and integrity of media organizations are 

coverage of security crises.
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